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On this site, you can find the complete menu of Hong An Vietnamese Cuisine from Calgary. Currently, there are
10 menus and drinks up for grabs. For changing offers, please contact the owner of the restaurant directly. You

can also contact them through their website. What User likes about Hong An Vietnamese Cuisine:
Picked up dinner from here tonight. The gentleman working there was friendly. Ordered their curry chicken

vermicelli soup. It was nice and fragrant with a decent amount of spice. Husband got the beef and chicken satay
sub with all the toppings. Didn’t realize hot peppers meant whole Thai chilis. Was far too hot for him so will get

without next time. All in all we would come here again. read more. What امید doesn't like about Hong An
Vietnamese Cuisine:

Giving Hong An a 2 star review on account that the pork spring rolls were quite tasty. However the curry chicken
vermicelli noodle soup which was very good according to the owners, was disappointing. Although there was a
good amount of chicken, noodles veggies, there was too much chili oil, not enough curry, and the overall broth
flavour was imbalanced underdeveloped. Disappointed as I 've had amazing curry chicken v... read more. The

customers love it when Asian cuisine meets a bit of creativity. That's exactly what you can expect at the Hong An
Vietnamese Cuisine from Calgary, with its successful Asian fusion cuisine - the perfect blend of what you know

meets the adventurous world of fusion cuisine, In addition, many guests look forward to enjoying traditional
Vietnamese meals with the perfect hint of Southeast Asian flavor during a visit at the Hong An Vietnamese

Cuisine. Look forward to the enjoyment of delicious vegetarian menus, on the menu there are also a lot of Asian
dishes.
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Mai� course�
TOPPINGS

Chicke�
CURRY CHICKEN

Sata�
CHICKEN SATAY

Ho� drink�
TEA

Condiment� an� Sauce�
CURRY

Appet�er_A
SPRING ROLL

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SOUP

Appet�er�
SATAY

SPRING ROLLS

Restauran� Categor�
VEGETARIAN

BBQ

Ingredient� Use�
MEAT

BEEF

CHICKEN

PORK MEAT

AVOCADO
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